Demand forecasting and
price optimization at a
movie theater

Case study

Berlin, 2017

Initial questions and motivation to optimize pricing…

How can we increase
our ticket revenues
without loosing
customers?

How to stimulate
demand?
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What can we do to
push online sales?

Moving beyond traditional approaches and introducing dynamic pricing
shows higher revenue uplifts
Focus

Innovative:
Dynamic optimization
Established:
Static optimization

• Automatic demand forecast per show
• Optimized pricing in real-time

• Price differentiation week vs.
weekend
• Afternoon vs. evening
• Online vs. box-office
• Potentially optimize layout of price
categories, etc.
+2 - 4%
revenue
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• Consideration of factors like:
• Time of booking
• Weather and season
• Vacation
• Current number of bookings
• Exhibitor’s strategic objectives
+5 - 10%
revenue

Smart Pricer‘s Tool gives an answer the two key questions:
How many will come and what is the right price-mix…for each show
Demand prediction

Price
publishing

Price optimization

IT
SP Machine Learning

Bookings

SP Algorithms

Date and time
API

External services1

Thursday 8pm
How many will come?
What is the right
price mix?

or
83 visitors
Forecast for each show

1In

beta-version
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Right price-mix for each show

We offer three options to implement dynamic pricing in cinemas
Option 1:
Dynamic ticket price

Option 2:
New ticket type

Price

Option 3:
Dynamic price categories

Price
12 €
12 €

Forecast, tickets sold and time

Price

Avg = 12 €
Avg = 10 €

Saver

10 €
8€

SuperSaver

10 €

Normal

Avg = 8 €

8€

Forecast, tickets sold and time

Forecast, tickets sold and time

• Only one category „Normal ticket“,
price depends on time of booking
and show demand

• Number of saver tickets
depends on time of booking
and demand for the show

• Number of seats per category
depends on time of booking and
demand

• Starting price cheaper, final price
more expensive than today

• Saver tickets cheaper, normal
tickets more expensive than
today

• Starting price-mix cheaper, final
price-mix more expensive than
today
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Two years of live operation have shown that revenues increase by +510% and moviegoers accept the price model
Revenue increase for cinemas in
conservative price setting

10%

Customer reactions

• Constant attendance vs.
✓
benchmark theaters
• Constant number of
✓
complaints

5%

• Constant net promoter score
✓

Low attendance
show

1)

High attendance
show

Low defined as <20%, medium as 20-50%, high as >50% occupancy
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Three easy steps to test
1

2
Prepare

Effort for
cinema

~ 2-3 days

a) Select innovative
theater
b) Kick-off with Marketing,
IT and theater
manager
c) 2 – 3 review calls

3
Launch

1 day

a) SP calibarates tool

b) SP tests price update
process

Monitor

Full rollout

5 mins per day

a) SP receives booking data
through web or XML-API
b) SP sends price update
mail 1x per day
c) SP provides monthly
tracking
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Real-time dynamic pricing helps cinemas achieve their strategic goals
and is picking up momentum across the globe

Drive revenues

Increase visits at
off-peak times
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Incentivize online and
use ticketing data

Countries where at least one of the top 5 exhibitors either
signaled interest or is already working with Smart Pricer
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We are looking forward to speaking with you

Christian Kluge
Founder and CEO
christian.kluge@smart-pricer.com
• 5 years experience in top management roles in pricing and product
(airberlin)
• 2 years experience as consultant on strategy and price optimization projects
for multi-nationals (McKinsey)
• M. Sc. in Business und Engineering

Franz Blechschmidt
Founder and CCO
franz.blechschmidt@smart-pricer.com
• 6 years experience in pricing and revenue management in aviation und
consulting (Lufthansa, airberlin, Lufthansa Consulting, Germanwings)
• Experienced entrepreneur with a passion for innovation
• B.A. in Aviation Management
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Why Smart Pricer?
High quality analysis
Our team has worked at top-tier management consultancies like
McKinsey and Lufthansa Consulting. We apply the same quality
standard to our work as these companies. The focus is on facts
and actionable insights.

Excellent knowledge about pricing

We focus 100% on pricing. We have a total of +10 years
professional experience from numerous roles in managing
products and prices. This background combined with previous
pricing optimization projects in various B2C industries give us
the context to have a deep understanding of pricing.
Long-term relationship and big data solutions
We aim to develop long-term relationships with our customers.
On top of developing new concepts, we actively support their
implementation and have the IT tools at hand to automate
pricing decisions using big data analytics.
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Frequently asked questions about dynamic pricing
Are distributors ok
with this?

How do you measure
the revenue increase?

•
•
•

As long as i) ticket discounts are modest and ii) the average ticket price increases
distributors are big fans of the model as they participate in revenue increases
FYI: All 5 majors already support the model in Germany
We do A / B tests, i.e. we test average ticket price and attendance development
at theaters with dynamic pricing against theaters without dynamic pricing

It typically takes only ~ 1 - 2 weeks and involves three steps:
What is the workload
for preparing a test?

What is the workload
for operating it?

Can I integrate this
with my POS/ticketing
system?

1.

Extract historic booking data for SP analysis (a few hours max)

2.

Add new price card in POS / ticketing system and test swaps (a few days)

3.

Prepare customer communication, SP can support here (a few days)

•
•

With integration: None, it is fully automated
Without integration: ~5 – 10mins per day for daily price updates done by
the local theater or central pricing team

•
•

We have integrated with some POS systems already
For the test however, we do NOT need an integration – price updates can be
done in 5 – 10mins per day
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Disclaimer
This presentation has been prepared by Smart Pricer GmbH. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is
made as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or the
opinions contained herein. The presentation shall only be used for informational purposes and does not form any contractual basis.
None of Smart Pricer GmbH or representatives shall have any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss
howsoever arising from any use of this presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with the presentation. Certain
financial and statistical information in this presentation has been subject to rounding off adjustments and to currency conversion
adjustments. Accordingly, the sum of certain data may not conform to the expressed total.
Certain statements in this presentation constitute forward-looking statements. Any statement in this presentation that is not a
statement of historical fact, without limitation, is a forward-looking statement. Such forward looking statements are subject to risks
and uncertainties that may cause actual results to differ materially. These risks and uncertainties include, among other factors,
changing economic, financial, business or other market conditions. These and other factors could adversely affect the outcome and
financial effects of the plans and events described in this presentation. As a result, you are cautioned not to place any reliance on
such forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements reflect knowledge and information available at the date of
preparation of this presentation and the Company undertakes no obligation to update its view of such risks and uncertainties or to
update the forward-looking statements contained herein. Nothing in this presentation should be construed as a profit forecast.
Not for distribution or release, directly or indirectly, to any third party other than the direct recipient.
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